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Overview

The paper does two things:

1. Presents a set of intriguing empirical results

 local inflation is, at times, correlated with local banking system structure

 areas with higher “exposure” to the restrictions from Regulation Q had 
higher inflation rates

 effects are surprisingly large

2. Offers an interpretation of these results

 in terms of an (informal) AS/AD framework

 draws historical policy conclusions based on this interpretation

 the Great Inflation was not caused by accommodative monetary policy

 and offers thoughts for the current situation in the U.S.

 no need to fear a return of high inflation (because there is no Reg. Q)
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Pass through

 In recent decades, pass-through of monetary policy to deposit rates
is well below 100%

 DSS (2017) estimate it at 40%

 this level of pass-through is apparently enough to control inflation

 Paper claims pass-through in the Reg-Q period was “essentially zero”

 But others have emphasized how banks found ways around Reg. Q

 Milton Friedman (1970):

 “… bonuses for first deposits, continuous compounding, crediting interest 
from the first of the month for deposits made up to some later date, and so 
on, have been widely [used].”

 the Eurodollar market developed, in part, as a way to avoid Reg. Q by 
having the “deposit” booked at an offshore bank

 “My impression is that the degree of enforcement … is closer to zero than 
to 100 per cent.”
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 Friedman emphasized: Reg. Q changed composition of bank liabilities

 “from December 25, 1968, to July 30, 1969 … large negotiable CD's
declined $9.9 billion; …

 liabilities of U.S. banks to their foreign branches rose $7.5 billion. …[and] 
‘other short term liabilities’ of U.S. banks to foreign banks went up $1.6bn

 It is no coincidence that the sum of the last two numbers is so close to the 
first number.  … These bookkeeping operations have affected the statistics 
far more than the realities.”

 Suppose we measure the average interest rate on all bank liabilities

 straight average or weighted? (I don’t know)

 want the rate that is most relevant for the (aggregate) Euler equation

 How large would the pass-through of monetary policy be?

 Friedman seems to think it is far from zero

 could it be close to 40%?  Or would it be well below?
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Timing

 Setting up Euro-dollar accounts and other workarounds takes time

 particularly in the early part of the period …

 substantial uncertainty about future path of interest rates, Reg. Q ceiling

 Even if monetary policy was being passed through to “effective” 
deposit rates …

 … perhaps the process took significantly longer than usual

 In other words: 

 to the extent Reg. Q did not prevent the pass-through of monetary policy 

 … perhaps it was delayed

Q: If pass-though was delayed, by how long?

 would this delay be sufficient explain the rise in inflation?
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Lags?

 We think of monetary policy as working with “long and variable lags”

 Effects here seem to appear surprisingly quickly

 ceiling expanded to S&Ls in 1966 → easing of monetary policy

 inflation in S&L-dominated areas increases instantly

 Is this reaction implausibly fast?

 perhaps not because the change was largely anticipated?
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Conclusion

 It is easy to think of reasons Reg. Q should not have mattered much

 created some distortions, but banks largely found ways around it

 for this reason, it is largely a footnote in discussions of the 60s and 70s

 But … the empirical results in the paper seem quite robust

 seems like something was going on

 Presents an interesting challenge to theory

 suppose we accept that Reg. Q kept deposit rates artificially low

 and other products are imperfect substitutes for deposits

 what would standard macro theories predict?

 Not obvious that standard models would predict stagflation

 what can macro theory “learn” from these empirical results?
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